Since the 1980s, there has been a shift in energy research. It has shifted from approaches that forecast or project the future to approaches which make more tentative claims and which explore several plausible scenarios. Due to multiple uncertainties in energy systems, there is an infinite amount of plausible scenarios that could be constructed and scenario developers therefore choose smaller, more tangible sets of scenarios to analyse.
Introduction
The past few decades have witnessed a rapid increase in the development of quantitative energy scenarios for research and decision-making. Especially since the 1980s, there has been a shift away from approaches that forecast or project the future to approaches that explore several plausible scenarios. Figure 1 illustrates this shift in the wider literature: Google NGram Viewer [1, 2] is used to depict the relative frequency with which the case-insensitive terms "forecast," "projection" and "scenario" have appeared in digitised English books between 1900 and 2000. Since this shift from forecasting and projecting to an exploration of energy futures through scenarios, most studies now explore at least two alternative scenarios, c.f. [3] [4] [5] [6] . Multiple complexities and uncertainties in energy systems result in an infinite number of plausible scenarios that could be imagined. However, limited cognitive capacity means that the "magical number of seven plus or minus two" is the number of objects that an average person can have and retrieve from working memory [7] . Thus, even experts may not be able to simultaneously remember and manipulate many more scenarios than this. The need to choose smaller sets of scenarios for interpretation and communication is thus widely acknowledged [8] [9] [10] .
Insert Figure 1 here Figure 1 . Use of the terms "forecast," "projection" and "scenario" in a large sample of digitised books published in English. The vertical axis shows frequency of use of each case-insensitive word as a percentage of all words. Source: [2] .
Whether explicitly, through a reasoning process, or implicitly, energy scenario developers choose smaller, more tangible sets of scenarios from this potentially infinite range of possibilities. Generally, quantitative scenarios are constructed using one of two approaches [11] : (i) a scenario matrix is formed from the key uncertain factors, e.g. fossil fuel price, [12] and then energy models are run using these factors as modelling inputs to quantify these scenarios; or (ii) specific, desired energy system outcomes are predefined and then conditions and decisions needed for these outcomes are elicited through model runs. To date, the choices of these key uncertain factors or scenario outcomes and thus scenarios are often based on subjective judgements about their relevance [9, 13, 14] . But there is increasing interest in using systematic, formal techniques to facilitate the choice of scenarios [15] . These techniques, for example, can help choose scenarios with the most influential uncertain factors [8] , the most internally-consistent combinations of the factors [12, 13, [16] [17] [18] [19] , maximally-different/diverse scenarios [20] [21] [22] [23] scenarios that illuminate key vulnerabilities and robust responses [24, 25] , and scenarios developed through stakeholder engagement or chosen by scenario users themselves [26] [27] [28] [29] . Even with these techniques to guide scenario choice, it is often unclear what types of scenarios are adequate and why. As these methods develop, it is useful to reflect upon and assess past practice in scenario choice.
Although often subjective, and at times even arbitrary, how we choose which scenarios on which to focus analysis is important. Scenario choice reflects the 4 uncertainties that scenario developers consider important and wish to communicate to the users of those scenarios. When energy scenarios are developed, they always include a large number of assumptions; those that are highlighted through scenario choice inevitably receive most attention, while others remain hidden [30] . For example, scenario developers who assume that oil price is the key uncertain factor in a transport system transition would likely choose scenarios of lower and higher oil prices; in this way, they express a view that this is the key uncertainty. Yet, other scenario developers may construct scenarios of high and low climate change mitigation efforts in the transport sector; the emphasis of these scenarios would therefore be very different. Of course, such choices are not always purely 'analytic' and they may also be made for political or strategic reasons. Depictions of the future are frequently an ideological or political battleground, and while some analysts may wish to use scenarios as an analytic construct to deal with deep uncertainties, others use scenarios to advance a particular perspective.
By conducting a retrospective analysis of twelve national-level UK energy scenario exercises , this paper focuses on the past choice of energy scenarios, in order to provide insights for future scenario choice. It explores which factors were chosen in the development of scenarios between 1978 and 2002, paying particular attention to the historical context and institutional developments that influenced these choices. The paper then analyses whether these factors for scenario choice turned out to play as central a role in the actual system transition as had been anticipated by the scenarios.
This retrospective approach allows for gathering insights, which not only helps to improve the choice of future energy scenarios, but also to improve the aforementioned formal techniques for scenario choice.
Overview of generic scenario methodologies
There is a wide range of literature on the generic field of scenario studies, methodologies and typologies. Bradfield et al. [31] , for example, highlight the lack of consensus on the definitions, principles, characteristics, and methodological ideas about scenarios. In their paper these authors structure the scenario methodologies into "the USA centre" (including the intuitive logics school and the probabilistic modified trends school) and "the French centre" that relies on the approach called La Prospective. The intuitive logic methodology differs from the other two in that the other methodologies are likely to be used for exploratory, rather than normative, exercises. Similarly, intuitive logic methodology is less focused on quantitative outcomes: it is more process orientated and also produces qualitative, not quantitative, outcomes. Amer et al. [32] follow the same general division, but focus their review on quantitative approaches.
The strengths and weaknesses of the different methodologies are reflected in the scenario development processes and outcomes. Huss and Honton [33] argue that the qualitative nature of the intuitive logic methodology allows "a careful tailoring" of scenarios to the specific case, but is less suitable for a scenario environment that requires a quantitative approach. The probabilistic modified trends methodology, on the other hand, allows a combination of quantitative methods with qualitative factors, but generally focuses on a more narrow scope, such as one key decision variable [31, 33] .
Börjesson et al. [34] also review a range of scenario typologies and then present their own variation, the structure of which is initially based on the type of question the analysis is supposed to answer: "what will happen?" (predictive) vs. "what can happen?" (explorative) vs. "how can a specific target be reached?" (normative), and subsequently on finer refinements of the original questions. The normative approaches are then divided into preserving (e.g. optimising modelling) and transforming (e.g. backcasting) scenario studies. Depending on the nature of the scenario study (predictive, explorative 6 or normative), Börjesson et al. [34] suggest different techniques for generating the knowledge, data and ideas needed for the scenarios (e.g. Delphi methods, surveys workshops), for integrating individual scenario elements into the whole (explanatory and optimising modelling, time series analysis), and for ensuring the consistency of the scenarios (morphological field analysis, cross impact analysis). This typology of scenarios is also adopted for a retrospective analysis of UK energy scenario analysis .
Van Notten et al. [35] propose a typology of scenario techniques based on the goal of the study (exploration or decision making), project design (intuitive or formal) and scenario content (complex or simple). Wilkinson and Eidinow [36] classified techniques on the basis of two axes: low to high systems uncertainties and low to high decision stakes. There are many other classifications too.
In a parallel stream to the methodological classifications, there has been a growing interest in assessment of scenario methodologies and scenarios, cf. [30, [37] [38] [39] [40] . Scenarios can be assessed from a narrow view of scenarios as products or broader view of scenarios as processes tailored to the specific question and multi-stakeholder setting [37, 40] .
Whether in the generic scenario field or in the energy scenario research, to date little attention has been paid to how scenarios are chosen from the infinite number of plausible scenarios that can be constructed. This paper thus aims to retrospectively assess scenario choice.
Retrospective analysis method
For this retrospective analysis, a systematic search of the UK energy scenario literature was conducted. The first literature source with UK energy scenarios was published in 1978. Littlechild et al. [41] state that by 1980 more than 40 energy models existed, which could be used to developed scenarios of the national UK energy system or its sub-systems. However, many of these models were within the realms of governmental organisations or the energy industry. Therefore, they were not published for wider audiences and were not available for this analysis. All references to UK energy scenarios, forecasts and projections between 1978 and 1985 were examined. Five references were then chosen for more detailed retrospective analysis because they were considered the most influential. That is, they underpinned the key UK energy policy documents or were referenced and discussed by other UK energy scenario developers. After 1985, as the number of energy scenario references increased to more than one hundred, only national energy scenario exercises, i. This retrospective analysis aims to capture how and why the specific UK energy scenarios were chosen, which factors were considered to be key uncertainties for scenario construction, and whether these factors retrospectively turned out to be important. Methodologically, three approaches are merged. First, in line with [40] , the paper explores how the UK energy scenarios evolved within the broader contextual developments, described in [41] [42] [43] . Second, scenario exercises and the produced scenarios are classified on the basis of the typology by Börjesson et al. [34] :  Normative (preferable) scenarios are preserving or transforming scenarios that answer the question how can a specific target be reached by changes in the current situation or prevailing structures.
As will be discussed in Section 4.1, many scenario studies include mixes of scenario types, for example that explore the need to reach normative policy goals (normative elements), while explicitly accounting for uncontrollable external factors (explorative elements).
Scenarios are thus classified on the basis of their primary, dominating type.
Third, following [44] [45] [46] [47] , the past UK energy scenarios were compared with actual developments [43] . Scenarios-in contrast to forecasts or projections-attempt to depict several plausible futures rather than to accurately predict the future. Thus, these past UK energy scenarios are assessed not on the basis of their accuracy to the actual transition, but on two guiding questions: firstly, did the scenario set adequately map the scale of uncertainty? And, more specifically, did the scenario set encapsulate the resulting future in terms of both input parameters and outturn of key energy system attributes? Secondly, in seeking to identify whether the scenario set addressed the uncertainties and drivers that did indeed turn out to be critical, the paper asks whether, if building historical counterfactual scenarios, one would use the same set of scenario factors as the original authors. In this way, this analysis asks whether the choice of key scenario factors proved to be useful descriptors of the historical branching points. The UK energy scenarios developed during 1997-2002 were at the early stages of the methodological and conceptual developments of energy scenario frameworks. This type of thinking was just starting to emerge (Figure 1 ). Furthermore, Strachan [48] 9 argued that in 2003 the UK's energy systems modelling and analysis capacity was underdeveloped. This paper thus does not criticise past UK scenarios, but rather looks at how learning from past experiences can help us to make better choices when selecting scenarios.
Results

Scenario choices in the past UK exercises
The twelve UK energy scenario exercises analysed in this paper are summarised in Table 1 . The first national future energy study appeared in in the UK in 1978 in the face of growing energy security concerns following the first oil crisis in 1973.
While this study adopted the forecasting approach, the wider methodological shift Insert Table 1 here Table 1 . Summary of past UK energy scenarios analysed
UK Green Paper on energy, 1978
After the first oil crisis in 1973 and the UK's North Sea oil exploitation, which began in 1975, there was strong concern about oil dependence and the lack of strategy to address it. Thus, in 1973, the UK Department for Energy was established. In 1978, the department released the UK Green Paper on energy [49] . The aim of this Green Paper was to "set out the Government's energy strategy proposal... It is intended that the strategy will be kept under continuing review" [page iv, 49]. A single predictive "forecast" was produced, extrapolating the trends of 2% economic growth and growing energy prices.
Despite there being only one forecast, the Green Paper argued that it covered "a wide range of possible futures" [page 84, 49] . Adopting the scenario view prevalent today (Figure 1 ), this statement looks ironic as at least two scenarios are needed to represent a range rather than a single future point. This Green Paper sparked discussion about energy futures in the UK and was followed by numerous alternative scenarios developed by other organisations.
Low energy strategy by the International Institute of Environmental Development (IIED), 1979
In response to the high demand forecast by the 1978 Green Paper, the research institute, the IIED, published their UK energy scenarios with the aim to "present a different view of the future… [one which shows] how the United Kingdom could have 50 years of prosperous material growth and yet use less primary energy than it does today" [page 9, 50] . The IIED analysis was based on a detailed, sectoral bottom-up model, which considered more than 400 energy use categories. Bottom-up models have a detailed representation of energy supply technologies and demand in various sectors [53] . They optimize total energy system costs, including investment, operation & maintenance, and fuel costs, under various technology and policy constraints. The IIED demonstrated two scenarios of low and high economic growth, and argued that economic growth was possible with low energy demand due to energy conservation measures, saturation effects etc. These scenarios are thus classified as normative.
Scenarios of the Friends of the Earth (FoE), 1982
FoE, an environmentally-focused non-governmental organisation, also contributed to UK energy strategy debate with scenarios produced around 1979.
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Although these scenarios were widely discussed in secondary sources as feedback to the UK Green Paper on energy 1978, the original source could not be found. Thus, these scenarios are analysed based on a secondary source that was published at a later date [51] . The FoE scenarios were normative and aimed to demonstrate the vision of low energy demand in the UK through two energy scenarios: "technical fix" and "conserver society." Both of these scenarios envisioned a radical fall in UK primary energy consumption due to energy conservation and a shift to renewable energy ("technical fix") or due to even more radical conservation efforts ("conserver society").
Update on the previous Green Paper, 1979
In . In this document, two cases of low (2%) and high (3%) economic growth were considered, leading to explorative type of scenarios. At the same time high oil prices, energy conservation efforts, and low deployment of renewables were assumed.
Birmingham Energy Model (BEM), 1982
The BEM, developed at the University of Birmingham, was the first and, at that time, only large-scale, computer-based, bottom-up model of the whole UK energy system [41] . The development of this model started in 1974, just after the first oil crisis and, as such, the model represented state-of-the-art research, c.f. [54, 55] . The aim of the model was "to calculate and compare optimal strategies for the UK energy sector… to evaluate some current proposals for UK energy strategies in the light of the model's results" [page 1, 41] . Due to the explicit reference to optimal strategies, the BEM scenarios are classified as normative. BEM embraced a number of existing assumptions for developing scenarios, including high demand growth scenarios from the 1978 Green Paper and low demand scenarios from the IIED. The authors also considered scenarios with and without nuclear power, which may have been a response to growing concerns about nuclear energy following the 1979 Three Mile Island accident.
MARKAL for renewable energy programme at the Energy Technology Support Unit, 1994
From 1982 to 1994, few publicly available, national energy scenarios were developed in the UK. Due to growing environmental concern about sulphur and nitrogen oxides from coal power and climate change, energy scenario exercises were undertaken once more in 1994. A computer-based, bottom-up model, based on the MARKAL platform [55] and covering the whole UK energy system, was developed by the Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU). In the scenario exercise, commissioned by the UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), MARKAL produced scenarios for analysing the potential role of renewable energy strategies in the UK and the needs for research and development strategies [56] [57] [58] [59] . A total of 18 scenarios were constructed, which considered a matrix of three levels of discount rates (8%, 15%, and varying rates of 10-25%) and six types of scenarios: (i) high oil and gas prices, (ii) composite of conventional demand growth and oil and gas prices, (iii) low oil and gas prices, (iv) heightened environmental concerns without nuclear, (v) heightened environmental concerns with nuclear, and (vi) oil and gas price shocks. Although the MARKAL model produces scenarios using cost 13 optimization, the ETSU 1994 scenarios are considered primarily as explorative because they did not include explicitly include normative goals, such as ambitious emission cuts.
Although the whole energy system was modelled by MARKAL, results were only presented on the uptake of individual renewable electricity generation technologies, under different scenarios. It was concluded that different types of renewable technologies get deployed to different extents under the 18 scenarios.
DTI Energy Projections for the UK, 1995
The DTI energy projections [60] were a tool to monitor the development of UK energy markets. As climate negotiations gathered pace, the DTI projections also aimed to reflect whether the UK was on course to meet its international commitments to limit greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Due to the focus on exploring most likely developments and accounting for some external uncontrollable factors, these scenarios are classified as explorative. The energy demand projections were based on an economic demand model that used economic growth and fuel price assumptions as inputs and quantified the future demand scenarios on the basis of historical trends and known new policies. The electricity sector was based on a bottom-up, cost optimisation model. In order to consider a range of possible developments, six scenarios of high (2.75%), central (2.25%) and low 
MARKAL for renewable energy programme at the Energy Technology Support Unit,
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In 1999, the DTI commissioned another MARKAL study to inform the update of the UK renewable energy programme [61] . While the individual renewable energy technologies for electricity generation were analysed in detail, MARKAL model runs were used to produce explorative scenarios to capture the market structure and how it would impact the deployment of renewables. Ten scenarios were analysed; all assumed the central economic growth case (2.25%), but the scenario matrix was formed to capture the high (15%) and low discount rates (8%), GHG emission constraints (10% or 20% lower by 2010), and minimum levels of renewable electricity (none or 10% in 2010). The results were provided for individual renewable energy technologies.
MARKAL for climate change mitigation by the DTI, 1999
In 1999, the MARKAL model was also used in another DTI study to "examine the most cost-effective combinations of fuels and technologies" [page 1, 62] for mitigating carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and other emissions from the energy sector [62] . The scenarios referred to low, central and high demand growth, high and low fossil fuel prices, and scenarios with and without nuclear. Under all of these scenarios, it was assumed that the emission mitigation goals were met and the implications of these developments were analysed. Thus, these scenarios are considered as primarily normative (although they also include elements of explorative scenarios) because they explored what changes are needed to meet the emissions goals.
DTI Energy Projections for the UK, 2000
In 2000, the DTI produced an updated version of the 1995 projections [63] . These updated projections used the same type of model and the types of scenarios as in the Section 4.1.7, but updated some model parameter values due to new trends.
"Energy-the changing climate" report by the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution (RCEP), 2000
The report by the RCEP [64] that advised the UK Government, Parliament and the Queen on environmental issues made the very influential conclusion that UK carbon emissions should fall by 60% by 2050 in order to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. The report was of a normative nature and argued that "there is a moral imperative to act now" (page 50) and listed "actions that can and should be taken by the government and by other parties in the UK now" [page 3, 64] . The report used four scenarios "to highlight the nature of the choices available for the UK" (p. 171). These scenarios combined constant, low and very low energy demand levels, high uptake of renewables, and with or without nuclear power and carbon capture and storage (CCS).
These scenarios were not presented as complete pictures; that is, the primary energy demand and technology portfolios for the scenarios were not given. The report listed only various individual requirements to achieve GHG reduction targets through energy demand reduction and the deployment of low-carbon technologies.
The Energy Review by the Performance and Innovation Unit, 2002
With the 2002 Energy Review, the UK Government aimed to "initiate a national public debate about sustainable energy, including the roles of nuclear power and renewables" [page 6, 65] . The Review listed lessons from five scenarios that included a Business as Usual scenario and four others, which were arranged around the scenario matrix of globalism versus regionalism and commercialisation versus community. Since the scenarios all met the 60% emission mitigation target by 2050, they are classified as primarily of normative nature.
Scenario choices in the historical context
As shown in Table 1 , the majority of the energy scenario exercises analysed resulted from UK government departments i.e. the exercises were either conducted or commissioned by government. Greater diversity is visible in the period between 1978 and 1985, because our analysis was able to capture all energy scenario exercises. After 1985, however, the greater number of scenario exercises analysis meant the analysis was only able to focus on influential scenarios, and as a result government studies were the main focus.
A methodological shift can be noticed in the period 1978-2002. In line with Figure   1 , the scenario studies shifted from the early predictive type of scenarios to more cautious explorative scenarios or instrumental normative scenarios. The latest scenarios are explorative or normative, depending on whether they aim to set the external factor scene for decisions or to define what needs to be done to achieve a specific goal. In parallel, the scenario development method shifted from extrapolation-type techniques to modelinformed studies, since models can account for energy system changes beyond extrapolation of past trends and can analyse the feasibility of normative goals.
In terms of why the specific scenarios were chosen, there are limited methodological descriptions in the analysed studies. On the one hand, most of the analysed scenarios are government reports that may have shorter methodology sections than would be common in peer-reviewed academic literature, for example. On the other hand, all these studies seem to be driven by experts or well-informed stakeholders (e.g.
FoE), meaning that scenarios were chosen on the basis of their views of what the key
uncertainties were and what uncertainties should be drawn attention to, but not necessarily using formal scenario techniques. As discussed in Section 1, such formal techniques have only more recently received attention. None of the analysed studies appear to be based on formal stakeholder or public engagement, which has become more prevalent in recent years, cf. [29, 66] . Table 2 compares the scenario matrices of the twelve UK energy scenario exercises analysed for this paper. The table shows that scenario choice evolved during the period 1978-2002, and that the factors used to construct scenario matrices also shifted. The choice of scenarios was responsive to the historical context and reflected contemporary debates. Table 2 shows that the scenario matrix factors vary across different exercises and over time. For example, the 2000 DTI UK Energy Projections concentrate on the scenarios of growth and fossil fuel prices, the 2000 RCEP report focuses on the scenarios of energy conservation efforts, nuclear and CCS deployment, and climate change mitigation, while the 2002 Energy Review includes the different governance scenarios. Thus, the most comprehensive, diverse coverage of scenario matrix factors is achieved across the multiple scenario exercises. These scenario exercises are also developed by governmental, non-governmental, research and independent organisations, which is an asset because they appear to choose different matrix factors. However, as energy scenarios are developed using quantitative models, almost all factors from Table 2 refer to modelling parameters or outcomes, such as economic growth, fossil fuel prices or GHG emissions. This may be a limited scenario choice because it allows for capturing the parametric uncertainty, rather than structural uncertainties; definitions of the parametric and structural uncertainty are discussed in detail in [67] . With the exception of the 2002 Energy Review, which looked at structural governance changes, all the scenario factors from other exercises can be straightforwardly used as modelling parameters.
< Insert Table 2 >
Scenario choices and the actual UK energy system transition
Did the scenario choices encapsulate the actual transition?
Scenarios aim to depict several plausible futures rather than to accurately project the future. Here, they are assessed retrospectively on the basis of whether they adequately mapped the scale of uncertainty and captured key drivers and trends in the transition of the UK energy system. Figure 2 compares seven of the past energy scenario exercises with the actual energy system transition; only seven exercises were chosen because their publications provide the complete primary energy demand structure, while the publications of others omitted this detail. It assesses these scenarios in terms of primary energy demand, which was chosen as a metric because these values were reported in most of the analysed references (see Table 1 ). As argued in Section 4.2, Figure 2 If one wants to capture maximally different possibilities, or the whole "scenario trumpet" [68] , these types of scenarios add a valuable, albeit extreme perspective. Diversity in perspective leads to diversity in futures considered.
Insert Figure 2 here [43] . Figure 3 shows the structure of the primary energy demand by source for the scenario exercises carried out in the 1970s and 1980s. In general, all of the scenarios expected a greater role for coal in the energy supply mix; the scenarios did not anticipate the environmental concerns over sulphur oxide and nitrogen oxide emissions that arose during the 1990s. The role of gas in the energy mix was also underestimated; in the 1980s, coal was considered to be an adequate fuel for electricity generation, while gas was seen as too high quality a fuel for electricity generation. The UK began gas production in 1967 and oil production in 1975, which did not peak until 2000 and 1999 respectively, and the scenarios did not always focus on substantial reduction of these fuels. As Figure   3 demonstrates, the further into the future the scenarios reached, the more pronounced the deviations from actual evolution of the energy system. These scenarios reflected the mainstream mindset of the 1970s and 1980s, which became an increasingly poor description of the energy system. Figure 3 here The benefit of hindsight allows not only the identification of the uncertain factors of the energy system that were and were not captured (Section 4.2), but also for a more general assessment of the scenario choices. We ask whether, if one were to build historical counterfactual scenarios today, one would use the same set of scenario factors as the original authors.
Insert
First of all, in the 1980s and 1990s, the UK energy system underwent a major governance change to electricity and gas markets through privatisation and liberalisation. This had a substantial influence on the energy demand, but particularly energy supply [42] . None of the scenario exercises from that time considered this shift in governance. Instead, the scenarios focused on uncertainties that, in retrospect, appear less interesting as drivers of system development than the governance and regulatory changes that actually occurred. The 1982 BEM was used before market liberalisation, while MARKAL 1994 and 1999 were for developing scenarios after liberalisation.
However, despite similarities in the model structure and rationale, neither scenario choices (Table 2) This may have been a post-hoc recognition of the importance of governance changes.
All of the analysed scenario exercises from Table 2 assumed consistent economic growth; scenarios encompassed high and low growth, but the assumed trend was for stable and smooth growth. Further, in the 1970s and 1980s, all of the scenarios assumed continued high or very high fossil fuel prices. However, the actual economic growth rate and fossil fuel prices fluctuated [43] . The scenarios did not consider periods of economic decline or decreases in fossil fuel prices and in this way did not adequately represent the scale of uncertainty. Eventually, the 2008 economic crisis led to a substantial drop in energy demand. With the exception of MARKAL 1994, the models also assumed smooth curves for uncertainties (e.g. high or low price), but in reality prices and growth rates fluctuate. Acknowledgment of fluctuations in these key drivers could have improved scenario formulation.
Throughout the period analysed, the UK also underwent a major structural change which saw heavy industries close down or move outside the country [42] . This not only affected overall energy demand, but also the technology mix as heavy industry is linked to centralised, large-scale technologies such as coal power plants. Yet, these structural changes were barely referred to in the scenarios. In terms of technology deployment, especially in the case of nuclear, many of the scenario exercises considered extreme scenarios; for instance, with unconstrained nuclear electricity generation and without. For such contested technologies extreme policy decisions of, for example, phase out could be made; such decisions were taken in Germany and Switzerland in 2011. However, historical trends in the UK showed that government strategies oscillated between support for and negligence of nuclear energy [42] . Eventually, the actual deployment of nuclear power has neither been equal to zero nor has it constituted a substantial share of the technology mix. The insight here depends on the aim of the scenario exercise: if the goal is to construct scenarios that are likely to occur, then it is better not to use extreme scenario factors "with nuclear" and "without nuclear"; conversely, if the goal of scenarios is to explore various possible future developments, the extreme scenarios, such as "without nuclear," can still be useful. For example, the "no nuclear" scenario by BEM in 1982 was the only scenario of its time to anticipate the emerging role of natural gas. While the "dash for gas" in the UK occurred primarily due to local air pollution concerns, which led to a reduced role for coal [42] , the disabling of the nuclear option in the BEM scenarios drew attention to the potential role for gas. The flawed assumption that gas was too valuable to play a significant role in electricity generation was revealed by the "no nuclear" scenarios of the BEM. In this way, the "no nuclear" scenario was useful to explore a variety of other possibilities, even if the scenario itself was less likely.
Informing future scenario choice
Today's developers of national energy scenarios in the UK and elsewhere face many of the same challenges as our predecessors, since scenarios explore 20, 30 or 40 years into the future [70, 71] . This section reflects on the lessons from this analysis for future energy scenario choices [72].
Looking beyond parametric assumptions and today's concerns 25
All of the past UK energy scenarios that were analysed (Table 1) were tightly linked to and influenced by the key concerns and discussions of the time. The oil crises of the 1970s, and concern about unstable oil prices and societal vulnerability due to evergrowing energy demand, led to a focus on economic growth and fossil fuel price in the construction of the scenarios. These scenarios thus mirrored the key concerns of the time.
The scenarios focused on the parametric uncertainty around economic growth rate and exact fossil fuel prices, but forwent important structural uncertainties of industrial change, strengthened environmental concerns, and shifts in governance. Thus, future energy scenarios should not only focus on parametric uncertainties, but should also reflect the plausibility of wider structural changes [13] .
Accounting for the role of multiple actors and governance
Between the late 1980s and the early 2000s, the UK energy system underwent a major governance change that was not reflected in any of the scenarios. Today's energy challenges call for different governance arrangements and thus future governance shifts may be anticipated [73, 74] . In the development of future energy scenarios, it is thus advisable to consider the potential influence of governance and the decision-making of key actors [70, 75, 76] . This poses a methodological challenge, one which requires the linking of plausible governance arrangements with quantitative energy models. This challenge might be addressed through systematic scenario choices [76] or through approaches that combine insights from qualitative and quantitative scenarios through 'soft-linking' or scenario-model dialogue [77, 78] .
Considering failures and policy priority shifts
With the exception of Energy Projections 1995 and 2000, all scenario exercises after 1990 incorporated an assumption of climate change mitigation and none considered scenarios of mitigation failures. Here a parallel could be drawn with the economic growth assumptions. While both climate change mitigation and economic growth are important to national agendas, that does not necessarily mean that policies will lead to positive outcomes i.e. emissions reductions and sustained economic growth. All of the scenario exercises examined here assumed continued economic growth, which did not happen, and none considered an economic downturn. It is thus possible that the current focus on climate change mitigation may prove to be similarly unhelpful in terms of characterising the key drivers of future system change. Mitigation failure scenarios are thus recommended to counterbalance mitigation scenarios [79] ; for example, through extended economic downturns, disruptive behavioural change, or policy and technological failures. There is also evidence of a shift in focus away from climate change, towards one that reflects the 'policy trilemma' of climate mitigation, affordability, and supply security [80, 81] . The implications of such a shift for efforts to decarbonise the economy remain largely unexplored in energy scenarios to date.
Not only considering black-or-white assumptions
When concerns about the safety of nuclear power sharpened in late 1970s, multiple scenario exercises began to include 'no nuclear' scenarios. However, in the event neither the complete phase-out of nuclear power nor a significant increase took place.
More recently, the focus on climate mitigation and uncertainties around the deployment of CCS has led to the consideration of the scenarios with and without CCS. Here, parallels with nuclear power can be drawn; although in the case of CCS, the uncertainty also includes the concerns related to new technologies reaching commercial viability. 27 
Uncovering unexpected knowns
With regard to gas, the majority of UK energy scenarios carried out in the 1970s and 1980s did not consider the possibility of a significant increase in gas. Yet, the 1990s saw the UK undergo a "dash for gas". The deployment of gas-fuelled power generation was not the "unknown unknowns" or the "surprise" type of uncertainty [82, 83] , because the technology and its characteristics were widely known [84, 85] . Rather, the prevailing consensus, that coal was the most appropriate fuel for power generation, led scenario developers to overlook the possibility of substantial gas use. This provides an example of an "unexpected knowns" or "surprising knowns" type of uncertainty. Today's scenario developers should also reflect upon whether some consensus knowledge, such as the limited use of renewable energy due to their intermittent nature, may eventually turn out to be "unexpected knowns".
Adopting a multi-organisation, multi-method and multi-scenario view
The long-term future of the energy system is inevitably surrounded by multiple uncertainties. Table 1 shows that, taken together, past UK energy scenario exercises by different organisations covered the richest and widest range of uncertainty and potential energy system outcomes. Even the more radical scenarios, such as those of environmentally-focused non-governmental organisation FoE, are valuable if the aim is to capture a broad range of possibilities. Indeed, it is noteworthy that the FoE scenariosseen as radical and extreme at the time-were closer to describing the ultimate evolution of primary energy demand than was the official government forecast in the 1979 Green
Paper. While there are inevitable trade-offs between descriptions of uncertainty and the strength of individual narratives, such a multi-organisation, multi-method and multi-28 scenario matrix approach has clear benefits. If that cannot be achieved, then feeding inputs from multiple organisations into an energy system model, such as the 1982 BEM, can lead to coverage of a wider range of uncertainties. This could take the form of interactive scenario choice or, especially when process matters, development with stakeholders or decision makers, c.f. [28, 29, 86] .
A cautionary remark must be added here on scenarios that cross-reference and respond to one other, which may lead to the consideration of a narrower range of futures.
As shown in Section 4.3.1, the 1978 UK Green Paper led to several other publications, which critiqued this scenario. When the Green Paper was updated in 1979, it sought to accommodate the range of perspectives suggested by other organisations, and eventually covered a much narrower range of potential futures (see Figure 2) . Thus, while discussion and feedback help to improve the quality of individual scenarios, it may also narrow down the range of futures considered.
Diversifying and iteratively revising scenarios
Finally, Figures 2 and 3 show that, in the shorter term, energy scenarios can encapsulate the actual energy system transition, but as they look further into the future, the uncertainties grow and the differences between the scenario results and the actual trajectory deviate. Despite this, scenarios remain essential tools for strategic decision making, policy development and assessment. Also, by definition they are meant to provide alternative futures rather than a single prediction. In the absence of better tools for thinking about potential energy futures, energy scenarios will remain important. In order to improve their relevance and to reduce the sensitivity of the scenario choices to dominant contemporary debates and assumptions, as well as the other limitations discussed in this paper, their iterative revision is essential. Careful thought needs to be 29 given to avoid lock-ins, wherein similar scenarios are constructed despite changes underway in the energy system and wider context. Instead, changes in scenario matrix factors could help diversify the ways in which we view, conceive and think about energy futures c.f. [87] .
Conclusions
Due to multiple uncertainties and complexities in the energy system, the scenario approach is widely used for long-term analysis at a national scale. While there are infinite amounts of plausible scenarios that could be constructed, scenarios developers choose smaller, more tangible sets of scenarios. The choices made are critical since scenarios help to highlight and communicate the key uncertainties and system drivers. In order to better understand how such scenario choices are made and how they could be improved, this paper conducted a retrospective review of UK energy scenarios carried out between 1978 and 2002.
In terms of the process of choosing scenarios, the retrospective analysis shows that the richest and widest picture of uncertainty-in the energy system transition and its drivers-is captured through merging the scenarios developed by multiple organisations. Even then caution is necessary because through discussion and feedback consensus on specific expectations for the future (e.g. high oil price, high economic growth, GHG emissions mitigation) may emerge and narrow down the range of possibilities considered. In terms of choosing factors for scenario matrices, this retrospective review shows that scenarios tend to reflect contemporary discussions, concerns and expectations. Meanwhile, scenarios tend to ignore other, equally important aspects that either cannot be so easily modelled as parameters, such as governance arrangements or structural changes in industry, or for which there is a consensus that they are not likely, for example, the deployment of gas power plants in the 1990s.
Although "unknown unknowns" and surprises will shape the energy system transition, these are almost impossible to anticipate, rather this retrospective analysis demonstrates the importance of considering "unexpected knowns". These "unexpected knowns" are more easily thought of, but may be constrained by the wider consensus among scenario developers.
This paper therefore invites energy scenario developers to maintain analytical diversity in scenario approaches and the chosen factors for scenario matrices. In current This retrospective analysis presents a first step in the development of a better understanding of how to choose energy scenarios. Scenario choices are tightly linked to the communication with scenario users-whether researchers, stakeholders, decision makers and the wider public-who may use scenarios for a particular purpose. Thus, future research should analyse how scenario choice depends on the specific guiding question or decision to be made.
